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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we prove a theorem of convergence of Ishikawa iteration schemes in 
Hilbert spaces for nonexpansive and completely continuous mapping with at least one fixed point. 
Then, we apply this theorem to solve some nonlinear complementarity problems defined by a com- 
pletely continuous field f and a closed pointed convex cone in K in a special Hilbert space H. (~) 2004 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The iteration schemes of Mann [1] and Ishikawa [2] types have been considered by many authors 
in relation with the approximation of fixed points of functions [1-11], and also in relation with the 
approximation f variational inequalities and variational inclusions [12-16]. In the cited paper, the 
convergence of Mann or Ishikawa iteration schemes was obtained supposing that the application 
satisfies ome particular conditions as, for example, Lipschitzianity, pseudocontractivity, strict 
pseudocontractivity, strong monotonicity, or strong accretivity. 
In several problems in engineering, elasticity theory, or fluid mechanics, we have variational 
inequalities or complementarity problems defined by integral equations. A natural  property of 
integral operation is the complete continuity. In this paper, we will study the convergence of
Ishikawa iteration schemes upposing that the mapping is nonexpansive and completely contin- 
uous. Our convergence r sult will be used to approximate the solution of a complementarity 
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problem defined by a completely continuous operator in a Hilbert space. This application can be 
extended to variational inequalities. 
2.  PREL IMINARIES  
Let (H, <, )) be a Hilbert space. We will denote by K a closed pointed convex cone in H, i.e., 
K is a nonempty closed subset of H satisfying the following properties: 
(kl) K+KC_K;  
(k2) AK c K,  for all A >_ 0; 
(k3) K n ( -K )  = {0}. 
We denote by R+ the set of real nonnegative numbers. The dual cone of a closed point convex 
cone K is denoted by K* and is defined by 
K*={yEH: (x ,y )  >0,  for a l l xEK}.  
Obviously, K* is a closed convex cone. If K C H is a closed convex cone, then the projection 
mapping onto K, denoted by PK, is well defined for every x E H, i.e., for every x E H, we have 
a unique element Pg(x)  in K such that 
II x - PK(X)II = min{ll x -- YII: Y E K}. 
It is known that, for every x E H, PK(X) is the unique element in K satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(Pl) <PK(x) -- x, y) >_ 0, for all y E K; 
(P2) <PK(x) -- x, x> ~- O. 
The following well-known notions are also necessary for the result of our paper. We say that 
a mapping T : H --* H is completely continuous if and only if 
(1) T is continuous, and 
(2) for any bounded set B c H, T (B)  is a relatively compact set in H. 
We say that a mapping f : H --* H is a completely continuous field if f has a representation of
the form f (x )  = x - T(x), for all x E H, where T : H --* H is a completely continuous mapping. 
Let ~ be a bounded subset in R ~. We say that a function G : gt x ~t x R --~ R is a Caratheodory 
function if G(x, y, u) is continuous with respect o u for almost all (x, y) E ~/x t~ and measurable 
with respect o the totality of variables (x, y) E ~ x ~ for all u E R. 
3. THE CONVERGENCE PROPERTY OF 
ISH IKAWA ITERAT ION SCHEMES IN 
NONCOMPACT SUBSETS OF H ILBERT SPACES 
Let (H, <, >) be a Hilbert space, K c H a closed convex subset, and T : K --+ K a mapping. 
For any x0 E K, the Mann iteration scheme is defined by 
x~+l = (1 - a~)xn + anTxn,  
where 0 _< an _< 1. 
The Ishikawa scheme is defined by 
where {an}, {/3~,} satisfy conditions 
(a) 0 <_ an _</3~ _< 1, for all n, 
(b) limn--.~ j3n = 0, and 
(c) E.%i ~-#- = ~.  
n E N, (1) 
= 1,2,3,..., (2) 
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The convergence properties of the Mann scheme and the Ishikawa scheme have been studied 
by many authors, supposing K is a compact and convex subset. 
Chidume [4] gave a counterexample: there exist a compact convex subset K of a Hilbert space 
and a Lipschitz pseudocontraetive mapping T : K --+ K with an unique fixed point for which 
every nontrivial Mann iteration scheme fails to converge. 
Liu proved [8] if K is a compact convex subset of a Hi lbert space H and T : K ~ K is a 
continuous pseudocontractive mapping with a finite number of fixed points, then the Ishikawa 
iteration scheme converges trongly to a fixed point of T. 
(Prom Chidume's counterexample, we see that  the Mann iteration scheme may fail to converge.) 
LEMMA 1. ISHIKAWA. Let # C [0, 1]. Then, for any u, v in a Hilbert space H, 
I1(1 - ~)~ - ~11 = = (1 - ~)11~112 + ~l lv l l  2 - ~(1 - ~)11~ - vii =. 
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1 in [6] and the proof of Theorem 2 in [9], we can prove the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. I fK  is a dosed convex subset ofa  Hilbert space H and T : K ~ K is a nonexpansive 
mapping with at least one fixed point, then for any xo E K ,  and any fixed point u of T,  the 
Ishikawa iteration scheme o fT  defined by (2) has the follovcing properties: 
(1) the sequence {ll=,~ - ~!1} is decreasing; 
(2) the sequence {Xn} is bounded; 
(3) there exists a subsequence {IITx,~(~) - Xn(~)ll} Of { l lTxn - =nil} s~ch that lirx,~{{) - 
x, . ( , ) l l  - '  0, as  i --, oo. 
PROOF. Let u be a fixed point of T. We have 
x~+l - u = (1 - a~)x~ + a~T((1 - ~n)x~ + ~nTxn)  - u 
= (1 - a~)(x~ - u) + a~(T((1 - l~)xn  + l~nTxn) - u) 
= (1 - a,~)(x~ - u) + a,~(T((1 - ~r~)X,~ + ~,~Txn) - Tu).  
Using Lemma 1, we get 
I1=, .+,  - ~l l  ~ = (1 - ~) [ tx~ - u]l 2 + ~[ ]T ( (1  - A~)x~ + ~,~Tx,J 
- Tu[[ 2 - an(1 - a~)H(x~ - u) - (T((1 - /gn)x~ + fl,~Txn) - Tu)]] 2 
< (1 - ~) l l x~ - ~ lP  + ~i IT ( (1  - Z~)x~ + Z~Tx~)  - T~LI 2 
< (1 - ~) iL~ - ~IP  + ~] ] ( (1  - Z~)~ + Z~Tx~)  - ~112 
= (1 - ~- ) l l~  - ~l] 2 + ~f I (1  - Z~) (x~ - ~)  + Z,~(Tx , ,  - ~) IP  
= (1 - ~) l i x~ - ~[P  + ~ ((1 - Z~)I Ix~ - ~ll 2 + Z,d lTz ,~ - ul l  ~ 
-Z~(1  - Z,d  I ITx,~ - xn l l  2) 
- -  (1 - ~ . ) l l x ,~  - ~11 = + ~,~ ( (1  - ~ ,d  IIx,~ - ul l  2 + ~, , l l Tx , ,  - T~t t  = 
-~,~(1  - ~ , . ) l I T=, ,  - =, ,  II 2) 
< (1 - ~n) l l x ,  - ~II = + ~,~ (0  - ~ ,d l lxn  - ~1I = + ~l lxn  - ~]12 
-p ,~(1  - ~ ,d  I ITx , ,  - x ,d l  2) 
- -  I Ix,, - ~11 = - ~n9,~(1  - 9 , , ) l l Txn  - x, , l l  =. 
From the above calculation, we obtain 
~Gn(1  -- 9~) ] lTxn  - x~[] 2 <__ ltx~ - ~li 2 --  U~+I  - ~ lP '  (3) 
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From inequality (3), we see that for any fixed point u of T, we have that the sequence 
{ I ]x=+l -  uI] } is nonnegative and decreasing. Hence, the sequence {x=} is bounded. Using 
inequality (3) again, we have 
oo 
E oLnfln(1 - ,~ . ) l l Txn  - x~l l  = ~ IIx~ - ~11 ~. 
n=l  
Since ~-~.n~=l anon = oc and l im~, = 0, so E,~__I an~,(1 - ~,)  = co, that implies that there 
exists a subsequence {llTx,~{i) -x , ( i ) ] I  2} of {HTx, -xnH 2} such that ]lTx,{i) -xn(i) l l  --* O, as 
i -~ c¢. 
LEMMA 3. Let K be a closed convex subset of a Hilbert space H and T : K --~ K a nonexpansive 
mapping with at least one fixed point. I f  for some Xo E K,  the Ishikawa iteration scheme of T 
defined by  (2) converges to z, that is, 
X n ---> Z, as  ?% -"+ 0(9, 
then z is a fixed point of T. 
PROOF. Using the subsequence {[ITxn{i) -x~(i)l[} from Lemma 2, we have 
]lTz - z]] < I ITz -  Tx~(i)[I + IIT~={{)- ~<{)I[ + IIx={{) - zll 
< [] z - x~(,)[[ + ] [Tx={{) -  x=({)[[ + [ Ix={{) -  zll o, as i ---~ c~. 
This gives that Tz  : z. 
THEOREM 1. I f  K is a closed convex subset of a Hilbert space H and T : K --~ K is a nonex- 
pansive and completely continuous mapping with at/east  one fixed point, then for any x0 E K, 
the Ishitmwa iteration scheme o fT  defined by (2) converges to a fixed point o fT .  
PROOF. From Lemma 2, we know that the Ishikawa iteration scheme of T defined by (2) has the 
property: there exists a subsequenee {HTx,~{i) - x~(~)]]} of {][Tx, - x,l]} such that ]]Tx~{~) - 
xn(i)H --~ O, as i ~ co. Since {x=} is bounded (see Lemma 2) and T is completely continuous, 
there exists a convergent subsequence of the sequence {Tx,~u)}. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that the sequence {Tx,{~)} is convergent and it converges to an element p E K. 
From Lemma 3, we know that p is a fixed point of T. Since 
llTxn{,)- 0 and Tx~{{) -~ p, as i--+ c~, 
we get 
Xn{ i )  --~ p ,  as  i --+ oc. 
That is, 
IIx~{~) - pll -~ 0, as i -~  ~.  (4) 
In Lemma 2(0, replacing the fixed point u of T by the point p, we see that the sequence 
{lixn -PI I} is decreasing. Applying (4), we obtain that [Ix= -PI[ --* 0, as n --~ co. Hence, xn --* p, 
as n ~ ~.  The theorem is proved. 
4.  APPL ICAT ION TO COMPLEMENTARITY  THEORY 
The main goal of complementarity theory is the study of several kinds of complementarity 
problems. Each complementarity problem is a mathematical model for some practical problems. 
Generally, a complementarity problem is related to an equilibrium problem. The complementarity 
theory has many applications to engineering, optimization, economics, game theory, mactromies, 
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etc. For other information about the complementarity theory, the reader is referred to [16-19]. 
In this section, we  will consider the following complementarity problem. 
Let (H, (,I) be a Hilbert space,/i ~ C_ H a closed pointed convex cone in H ,  and f :  H -* H an 
arbitrary mapping.  The  nonlinear complementarity problem defined by f and K is 
NCP( f ,  K ) :  find x. C K such that f(x.) C K*  and (x., f(x.)) = 0. 
We recall that if D C H is an arbitrary closed convex set, then the variational inequality 
defined by the mapp ing  f and the set D is 
VI(f,D):findx. EKsuchthat(f(x.) ,x-x.}>_O, for all x E D. 
It is known (see [17,19]) that the problem NCP( f , / ( )  is equivalent to the problem VI(f, D). 
Many  practical problems considered in physics or in engineering are studied in the following 
complementarity problem: let ~ be a bounded subset in R n. We consider the Hi]bert space L2(~) 
and the closed pointed convex cone 
K={uCL2(~) :u>_O,  a.e. in gt}. 
We know that K* = K. We recall that the norm on the space L2(gt) is 
( Ja  ,1/2 
I1~11 = I~(x)12 dx)  , for all u E L2(~). 
We suppose given a function G : ~ × ~ x R --~ R satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) G is a Caratheodory function, 
(2) la(x,y,u)l  <_ ~(x,y)(a + blul), a.e. x,y ~ ~, for every u C R, where a,b > 0 and 
E L2(~ x a), 
(3) for any a > 0, the function ~(x ,y )  = maxl~i<~ IG(z,y,u)L is summable with respect o y 
for almost x E ~, 
(4) for any a > 0, lim.~sD_~osuPl~l<~ [IPD faG(x,y,u(y))dyi[c~(a ) = 0, where PD is the 
operator of multiplication by the characteristic function of the set D C £t, 
(5) for some 13 > 0, limmCsD_.0 suPll~llc~(a)<_~ lira G(~,y,~(y))dyllL~(a) -- o. 
It is known (see [20, Chapter 10, Theorem 1.12]) that if G satisfies Properties (I)-(V) above, 
then for any A E R, the mapping 
f(u) = u - ;~ ~ G(., y, u(y)) dy, for all u C L2(ft), 
is a completely continuous field from L2(f~) to L2(ft). 
For the mapping f defined above, we recall (see [19]) the following notion: we say that a family 
of elements {u~}~>0 C H is an exceptional family of elements for f ,  with respect to the convex 
cone K,  if and only if for every real number r > 0, there exists a real number #~ > 0 such that 
the vector v~ = f(Xr) + ~rUr satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) v~ e K*, 
(ii) (u~, v~) = 0, 
(ii i) I I~l l  --* +oo  as ~ -~ +~.  
The importance of this notion is given by the following result. 
THEOaEM 2. I f  the function G : ~ x ~ x R --* R satisfying Conditions (I)-(V) and for a given 
X e R, the completely continuous field f(u) = u - X fn G(., y, u(y))dy is without exceptional 
families of dements, with respect o a closed point convex cone K, then the problem NCP(f ,  K)  
has a solution. 
PROOF. This theorem is a corollary of Theorem 9 proved in [19]. 
We have the following result. 
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THEOREM 3. Let fl be a bounded open subset in R n and let K C L2(fl) be the closed pointed 
convex cone, K = {u C L2(~) : u >_ O, a.e. in ~}. Let G : ~ x ~ x R --~ R be a function satisfying 
Properties (I)-(V) defined above. Consider the mapping f : L2(ft) ~ L2(fl) defined by 
f(u) =u-A /  G(.,y,u(y))dy, fo ra l lucL2(~)  andsomeACR.  
If the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) I~1 < i/bll~llz2(~×~), 
(2) the mapping u --~ T(u) = APK[ff I G(x, y, u(y)dy] is a nonexpansive mapping, 
then the sequence {un}.~N defined by 
Un+l = (1 - (Xn)Un + anT((1 -/3n)u~ +/~n(Tun)), n = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,  
where u is an arbitrary element in K, and {a~}, {/3~} satisfy conditions 
(a) 0 < a~ </3~ _< 1, for all n, 
(b) limn--,c~/~n = 0, and 
(c) En~i  a .p~ = o~ 
is convergent in L2(~t) to a solution of the problem NCP(/ ,  K). 
PROOF. First, we observe that the sequence {u,},~/v is defined following the Ishikawa scheme, 
for the mapping u ~ T(u) and the cone K. The theorem will be a consequence of Theorem 1 if 
we have that the mapping u ~ T(u) has a fixed point in K. Indeed, from the complementarity 
theory, we know [17,18] that the problem NCP(f,  K) has a solution if, and only if, the mapping 
u- -~PK[x - - f (x ) ]=APKE/G(x ,y ,u (y ) )dY  ] 
has a fixed point in K. 
Therefore, considering Theorem 2, it is sufficient to show that the mapping f is without 
exceptional families of elements with respect o K. Indeed, this is true, following a computation 
used in [21]. 
We assume that there exists an exceptional family of elements {u~}~>0 C H for f with respect 
to K. This means that for every real number > 0, there exists a real number #~ > 0 such that 
the vector vr = #rUt + f(u~) satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) v~ • K* (= K in our case), 
(ii) In v~(x)u~(x) dx = O, 
(iii) [lu~[[ ~ +oo as r --* +co. 
Using the definition of f and v~ and Property (ii), we have 
: (~  + 1)11~,11 ~= :~[  G(x,y,u~(y))u,(x)dxdy. (5) 
Jfl xgt 
By (5) and Property (II) satisfied by the function G, we deduce that 
[AI L ~(x,y)(a+bu~(y))u~(x)dxdy. (6) (#~. + 1)_< ~ x~ 
Considering Holder's inequality and  (6), we  have 
(/zr + i )<  `A' al~ll/2ll~l,L2(axa) llurll+bllurll (f~(x,y)ur(y))dy)l/2dx 
< I:,1 [~lal~/~ II~IIL~(~×~)I1~-II + bll~,ll = II~llL2(~x~)] (7) 
- i1~,11 ~ 
< l~l ll~llL~(~×~) (al~l'/~lt~,ll + b) . 
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If in (7), we compute the limit as r ~ +~ and we consider also Property (iii) of the family 
{uric>0, we obtain that 
1 + limsup #,. <_ blA [ I[~}~[]L2(f/×~) . (8) 
r ~-+OO 
Since/zr > 0, we get a contradiction between (8) and equation (1) of this theorem. Therefore, 
f is without exceptional families of elements with respect to K. Now, applying Theorem 1, the 
proof is completed. 
REMARK. Theorem 3 can be extended to variational inequalities defined by our mapping f and 
any unbounded closed convex set D C L2(ft). This extension may be the subject of another 
paper. 
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